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I. Why Composition: Rationales
Selling it to yourself, your team, and your administrators

- Philosophy of Music Education: Advancing the Vision (3rd Edition) - Reimer (2003)
! Thinking in sound: “Composers think and do creatively by imagining possibilities of 
! sounds coming into being and by capturing them in some way... so they can be worked 
! on and ʻmade something ofʼ” (p. 111).

! Meaning-making: “The creativity of composing--the meaning-making that musical 
! composition uniquely allows--can  and should be as readily accessible for 
! development for all our students as any other way to be musically creative” (p. 112).

! Developing higher musical understanding: “[A]ficionadoes of a new sort can be 
! expected to appear, with insights into musical thinking and doing that equip them to 
! understand and enjoy music at higher levels of sophistication than had ever before 
! been attainable” (p. 260).

- Out of Our Minds: Learning to be Creative - Ken Robinson (2001)
! Active experiences: “We make sense of the world by trying ideas on for size” (p. 
! 128).

! An idea generating endeavor: “As ideas become the main commodity in the new 
! information age, there is a growing need for people to work with their minds rather 
! than their hands: for intellectual rather than manual labour” (p. 21).

- Minds on Music: Composition for Creative and Critical Thinking - Kaschub & Smith (2009)
! Talk about a rationale: “Every child should have the opportunity to study composition 
! because the act of composing: 1. challenges children to consider their understanding 
! of the world in new ways; 2. allows children to exercise their generative potential in 
! music; 3. develops a way of knowing that complements understandings gained 
! through other direct !experiences of music; 4. invites the child to draw together the full 
! breadth of his or her musical knowledge; 5. is a process that allows the child to grow, 
! discover, and create himself or herself through artistic and meaningful engagement 
! with sound” (pp. 4-5).
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- Music, mind, and education - Swanwick (1988)
! A transformative act: “Every new composition... is an act of transforming socially 
! transmitted musical ideas into new expressions, inflecting and regenerating cultural 
! heritages” (p. 111).

- Can I Play You My Song?: The Compositions and Invented Notations of Children - Upitis 
   (1992)
! Empowering themselves: “[B]ecause they are composers themselves, critically 
! examining the compositions of others with their own eyes, making changes and 
! always acknowledging ʻtheir wayʼ and ʻmy wayʼ in the process of taking someone 
! elseʼs work as seriously as their own. And in so doing, they are constructing 
! knowledge, making meaning, inventing ways of understanding-all of those powerful 
! means of living and learning” (p. 149).

- Chapter 2: Creative Thinking in Music: Advancing the Model, in Creativity and Music   
  Education - !Webster (2002).
! Encourages revision and rethinking: Children working on compositions are “working 
! through” their musical problem, constantly rethinking and revising. 

- Teaching Ensembles to Compose and Improvise, in Music Educators Journal (May 1997) - 
   Hickey.
! Engaging the “other” students: “[B]y teaching students to create their own music, a 
! teacher may ʻturn on the lightʼ of a students who has not been reached by the standard 
! ʻplay-by-numberʼ method of teaching” (p. 17).

- Composition in the Choral Rehearsal, in Music Educators Journal (July 1997) - Kaschub.
! “Imagining sounds”: “Composition is not an activity reserved for only the most 
! sophisticated and well-trained musicians. Rather, it is a creative engagement that 
! involved imagining sounds, exploring different ways to hear the sounds, revising what 
! youʼve come up with, making musical decisions about those sounds, testing new 
! ideas, discarding extraneous elements, adopting different formats, and polishing the 
! final version. The only requirement is that a person can imagine sound” (p. 28). 
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Just a Few Personal Thoughts on Composition
1. Itʼs fun!
2. It encourages students to be imaginative in an academic environment that does not offer  
    many other chances to do so.
3. It is one way of “bringing it all together.” Composition uses listening, performing, and 
    analytical skills.
4. It can be both a social activity and a highly personal act.
5. It may develop musical abilities in a way that pure performance and note reading might not   
    be able to. 
6. It is National Standard #4.
7. The skill set developed by composition can have a lasting positive impact upon student 
     musical listening, choice, and understanding.
8. It may be the musical outlet that a student is drawn to. Remember, they arenʼt all Yo-Yo Ma 
    and looking to perform at every chance. You may very well have the next Libby Larsen, 
    Philip Glass, or John Lennon in your classroom just waiting to be given a chance.
9. It is another tool we teachers have at igniting the spark of love and excitement for music in 
    our students.
10.  Did I mention, itʼs fun?
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II. Notes about Notation
This may get a little messy...

Figural Notation: ! Rhythmic notation where sounds are clustered together as they are 
! ! ! heard without regard to duration. Young composers usually hear and 
! ! ! transcribe sounds into rhythmic clusters. 

Metric Notation: ! Rhythmic notation that is based upon sound durations and their
! ! ! relationships to each other. This is the basis of standard music notation. 

Freedom of and from notation
! Standard notation has, for too long, been the focus of so-called “music literacy;” this is 
a fallacy (Reimer, 2003) that must be corrected. This notation system, and any  other notation 
system, is merely a way of transmitting musical sounds visually. Yet, notation should not 
become so important that music making is left by the wayside (Upitis, 1992). It is important to 
find a happy balance or, in some instances, to look for other preservation tools.

! Students should be encouraged to create their own style of notation. Notation systems 
can be highly personal and directly linked to each composition and how it is performed 
(Upitis, 1992). Students come to you for help when attempting to notate their work. This is a 
grand chance to show students how standard notation could be a solution to their problems 
and be the best fit for their particular composition. However, many times, standard notation is 
not the best fit. Recording compositions is often a good way for younger students to preserve 
their works. 

REMEMBER, notation is not music. 

Notation is:
1) A preservation tool
2) A visual aid to sound
3) Sometimes a roadblock to creativity

Sound before sight!
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III. Revision, Responding, and Evaluating
Oh, my!

“But itʼs done” - How to get your students to revise their work
! Students are often wont to rework their music. Often, young composers feel that once 
it is finished, thatʼs all. However, revision is not only important and educational, but it is also 
possible to get your students to do. Here are a few easy steps:

1. Provide students with a checklist or rubric to work from.
! - This first step gives the students a clear list of what is expected.
! - Loose guidelines combined with a few specific directions will guide young 
             composersʻ thinking.

2. Keep an open ear and an open mind when students are working.
! - During the course of composing, take note of musical elements that might be absent 
!   from or overused in studentsʼ works (dynamic contrast, over repetitious work, 
!   redundant use of instrumentation and compositional methods).
! - Find exemplar works that display musical elements and draw attention to the affect.
! - Construct in-class exercises and etudes for students to explore using the element.
! -  Ask composers to “try out revised and extended patterns” (Webster, 2003) using 
!    elements suggest by the teacher. However, remind them that if it does not work for 
!    them, that it is okay to reject teacher suggestions. 

4. Develop a community of composers where young composers share and discuss 
    their works.
! - Have composers create supportive groups with other young composers (these can 
!   be friend-based groupings).
! ! * Many times, friend-based groupings can be productive since an open and 
! !   honest rapport with each other is already present.
! ! * Guide student discussions. “Peers offering feedback should follow the ʻthree   
! !   and oneʻ rule: identify three things that were successful or well done and one 
! !   thing that might be revisited. It is important that all feedback be accompanied 
! !   by an explanation of how something was well done or why something needs 
!   !   attention” (Kaschub & Smith, 2009, p. 119).
! ! * Make sure peers are directing their attention to the composerʼs work and not 
! !    its performance since technical skills and practice are often not at the level of 
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! !    the composerʼs intent during revision, and sometimes not even by the time of 
! !    completion (Kaschub & Smith, 2009).

4. Be a composer yourself. The teacher should be engaged in composition in front of the    
     students. Encourage and guide a young composer in critiquing teacher compositions.   
     Young composers who feel confident at providing their teachers with feedback will often  
     be more motivated to honestly and artfully critique their own works (Kaschub & Smith, 
     2009). 

5. Develop an atmosphere of exploration. Imbed within the compositional environment a 
    joy and excitement for experimenting and tinkering with works. “Hearing new possibilities 
    within your own work should be considered an exciting surprise and welcomed for the new 
    insights it offers” (Kaschub & Smith, 2009, p. 123). 
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Discussing Student Work
! Talking to young composers about their works can be a very sensitive issue. It can 
have profound affects on their work, their process, and their confidence. Here are some 
helpful hints to consider when responding to a student work:

1. Know the student and know the composition well before responding.
! - Listen with an open mind.
! - If possible, listen to the composition multiple times.

2. Be sincere and compliment the compositionʼs strength.
! - Give direct comments that come from your personal likes about their work.
! ! * Example comment: “I really like what you did with this melodyʼs contour. The 
! !    way you used only an up and down contour by steps except this big leap 
                    down really gives the line some excitement.”
! - Discuss how the composer feels about the areas you have drawn attention to. This is 
         a wonderful teachable experience where students can learn some new vocabulary         
         and develop new techniques.

3. Ask questions about weaker areas of the compositions. 
! - Through direct and guided questioning about a particular part of a composition, !  
!   teachers may reframe a young composerʼs thinking.  
! ! *Example comment: “The part where you have the recorder, drum, ratchet, and 
! !   xylophone playing at the same time sounds a little muddy to me. Did you want 
! !   this effect? If so, how do you think it serves the composition? If you didnʼt want 
! !   this, how do you think you could make each part more clear?”
! - Encourage students to find new answers. If it comes from them, it is more likely to be 
!   adopted into practice. 
! ! * Example comment: “Do you think you could come up with a couple solutions? 
! !    Maybe you could try out each solution to see which one works the best.”  

4. Give more direct suggestions if needed.
! - Name a musical concept or idea whose addition might benefit a composition. !
! ! * Example comment: “I really like what you have done here. Have you thought 
! !   about  ______________? That might add some really interesting contrast in 
! !  your piece.”
! - If students canʼt find a solution, develop one or two for them to explore. You may 
!   actually want to sit down and create a possible solution for them to expand and !  
!   adapt.
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5. Make note of areas that have great potential but are under-developed.
! - Young composers often seek out approval from more experienced musicians and 
!    composers. By showing areas that could be exceptionally wonderful with work may 
!    spark young composers to develop  to exceed all expectations. 
! - Pointing out areas of potential may also guide composers to think about what worked 
!   well that might be used in other sections. 
! ! * Example comment: “Your B section is very cool. I think it could be the 
! !    strongest one with a little more work. It sounds a little sparse. You might want 
! !    to direct your attention here. I canʼt wait to hear what you come up with!”       

6. Take a lesson from the pros. 
! - Point out what other composers have done when encountered with similar problems.
! - Find specific musical examples for students to listen to and discuss.
! - Direct students to composers that may have similar styles and techniques as them. 
!    You may just open the studentsʼ eyes to a new favorite musician/composer.

7. Remember that students are the composers and they have their own musical 
preferences. 
! - Donʼt force students to adhere to your personal musical tastes.
! ! * You are very knowledgable about music. Use this, but don't abuse it. Become 
! !    a resource and not a dictator.
! ! * Be careful not to become too direct and forceful. Often when a teachers tells a 
! !    young composer to add something or adopt an alien technique that did not 
! !    somehow derive within their imagination, the composition becomes more like 
! !    unwanted homework. Remember, it is still the studentʼs composition.
! - Guide students to solutions. Donʼt force solutions upon them.

For more, check out Sam Reeseʼs chapter, Responding to Students Compositions in Why 
and How to Teach Music Composition: A New Horizon for Music Educators.
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Developing Rubrics to Guide Composition 
! The first step in structuring a compositional activity is to decide upon the context and 
expected outcomes. If an activity is being used to show demonstration of an in-class musical 
concept, then very focused parameters may be applied upon the young composers (though 
activities like this are often seen as not aesthetically fulfilling to them). If a compositional 
activity is structured around free creativity and expression, then less defined compositional 
expectation are needed. In either case, a compositional rubric is of utmost importance for 
guiding students thought, as well as, for the entire evaluation and assessment process. Here 
are a few guidelines and suggestions for creating an affective rubric.

1. The Rule of Five. Hickey (1999) mentions that five rubric items are often all that are    
    required to guide student work without stressing young composers and making them   
    unnecessarily directed. 

2. Keep it simple. Rubric items should be clearly defined and derived from necessary 
    elements and expectations on uniformity of outcomes. Ask yourself, “what is really 
    important?” 

3. Chose your type of rubric. 
! - Checklists: If you want to guide student thought and/or compositional process, a 
         checklist rubric is all that is necessary. These rubrics do not define quality and are not  
         as useful when assessing student work. 

! - Assessment rubrics: If you are choosing to assess a young composerʼs work, a more 
!   traditional, gridded rubric is most appropriate. For each rubric item, a quality line is 
!   shown, sometimes with point totals for each level of student work. This allows the 
!   teacher to precisely inform students of intended outcomes for a composition.

4. Design and word your rubric for the academic and musical level of the young 
    composer. It is really important not to be too wordy. With younger students, visual aids   
    are very helpful. Always remember who your audience is.

5. Donʼt forget comments. A comment section allows you to discuss what worked and what 
    didnʼt within a given composition. These comments also give teachers a chance to discuss     
    finer points of craftsmanship and aesthetic appeal. 
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Example Checklist (direction based):
! ! ! 1. Pick a picture
! ! ! 2. Describe the picture 
! ! ! 3. Brainstorm the instrument sounds you will need

! ! ! ____ Discuss how you will begin the composition
! ! ! ____ Discuss how you will end the composition 
! ! ! ____ Organize your composition/notate it
! ! ! ____ Revise your composition after the first performance
! ! ! ____ Notate your composition into a score

Example Checklist rubric:
  Objective: Compose a melody for recorder, xylophone, or voice.

                      ___ Starts on a chord tone (CEG) !
                      ___ Is memorable! ! !               
                      ___ Is singable
                      ___ Has a smooth contour

Example Assessment rubric:
Not There ----- Wonderful

Length Is less than 30 seconds 
long

Is between 30 -59 seconds 
long

Is at least 1 minute long

Use of Sounds Uses only one sound Uses two sounds Uses at least 3 different 
sounds

Creativity Not much exploration and 
not very original

Some exploration, but still 
not very original

A lot of exploration and 
sounds very original

Story Is very basic and doesn’t 
express Tension and 

Release

Shows some expression of 
Tension and Release

Clearly expresses Tension 
and Release

Describe how and why you chose the sounds for your musical scenery:Describe how and why you chose the sounds for your musical scenery:Describe how and why you chose the sounds for your musical scenery:Describe how and why you chose the sounds for your musical scenery:

Teacher Comments:Teacher Comments:Teacher Comments:Teacher Comments:
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Example Assessment Rubric (early elementary level):

1.  I used my imagination to create a very original song. 

! !     
2.  I explored many sounds and picked 3 different sound sources/instruments.

! !     
3. I wrote down my work so I could easily remember it.

! !     
4.! My composition expressed a feeling or memory.

! $     
5.! I did my best work and am proud of my composition.

! !     
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Assessing/Evaluating
!
! Not every composition needs to be, or aught to be, assessed or evaluated. Some 
works are generated by young composers as stops along the way to grander ventures. This 
is why composition portfolios are often very appropriate when working within an academic 
environment. It may be most useful to have young composers select representative works to 
be evaluated and/or assessed at the end of a reporting period. 

! Some projects should be evaluated to allow teachers to “check in” on student learning 
and compositional growth. Young composers should be invited into this process through one-
on-one dialogue. By asking students guiding questions and encouraging them to reflect upon 
their work, techniques, and personal choices, teachers can easily gauge studentsʼ 
compositional level and understanding 

! It is often important to specify composition projects that will be assessed from the very 
beginning so that students know that they are accountable for specific concepts and 
elements. In these cases, clearly defined rubrics are most useful. However, in the end, both 
evaluations and assessments should drive learning.
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IV. Composition Ideas

Whole-Class Compositions and Improvisation: A first step

1. Circle echo/improvisational games
! - Develop melodic and rhythm memory
! ! ex. Clap/Solfege echo
! ! ex. “Boom Chicka Boom” (Campfire Activities, Girl Guides of Canada, 1993)
! - Discuss and create short Call and Response 
! ! ex. Question and answer claps
! - All are aural... no notation required

2. Sonic snowstorm activity (Kaschub & Smith, 2009) or any other weather related fun
! - No notations
! - Based on ideas that students have direct sensory experience with weather
! - Great to explore dynamic change!

3. Character pieces from books
! - Read a short book/use a well known story/have students create a story
! - Develop a list of characters and/or story elements to compose for! !
! - Create (or have students create) themes for characters/elements in a book (a la   

             “Peter and the Wolf).
! ! ex. “Lion and the Mouse” (Pinkney, 2009)
! ! ex. “Hop, Jump” (Walsh, 1996)
! ! ex. “Rain Talk” (Serfozo & Narahashi, 1990)
! ! ex. “Por Que?” (Popov, 1998)
! ! ex. “Where the Wild Things Are” (Sendak, 1963)
! ! ! * Connect and compare to Oliver Knussen/Jean-Pierre Seyvosʼs Max et 
                                   les Maximontres or Karen O and the Kidsʻ Where the Wild Things are 
                                   Soundtrack
! ! ex. “Build a Burrito” (Vega, 2008)
! - No notation necessary

4. Accompaniments and ostinati for class songs
! - Develop accompaniments for class songs
! - Easy way to explore basic elements of form
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! - Students may suggest appropriate instruments
! ! ex. “Train, Train”

5. “A Song for Out Teacher” (Kaschub & Smith, 2009, p. 151).
! - Students develop a list of character attributes and adjectives to describe their teacher
! - Teacher works with groups to develop musical phrases
! - Students suggest melodies for each phrase, taking into account the ways melodies 
             can move (up, down, stay the same, up-then-down, down-then-up, etc.)

Guided Group Compositions: Working with notation
1. Pattern compositions
! - Students create patterns for their instruments and develop a notation system to write  
             them down
! - Students swap patterns and learn how to play each otherʼs works

2. Gridded compositions: Your first musical score 
! - Ideal introduction to graphic notation
! - Can start as teacher directed and move to small group-based
! - Helps develop beat sensitivity and performance-based listening/concentration
! - Useful as assessments of steady beat, patterning, phrasing, etc

3. Watch compositions (Wiseman & Langstaff, 1979)
! - More figural based and connected to studentsʼ natural want to notate things based on 
             seconds rather than metric notation

- Can also be used in small groups (possibly with a conductor)

4. Graphic notation scores
! - Can introduce student created/suggested notation
! ! * This is usually in the form of pictures of instruments or lines/dots
! - A great way to create more complex works
! - Wonderful if used with character pieces/books
! ! ex. “Imagine a Night” (Gonslaves, 2003)
! ! ex. “Imagine a Day” (Thomson & Gonslaves, 2005)
! ! ex. “Imagine a Place” (Thomson & Gonslaves, 2008)
! ! ex. “In a Small, Small Pond” (Fleming, 2007)
! ! ex. “Beetle Bop” (Fleming, 2007) 
!
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Small Group and Independent Composition: Jumping in

Finding Inspiration
1. Books
! - Create a soundscape to accompany a book
! - Explore character based themes

2. Artwork (Barrett & Hickey)
! - Create a work that tells the story of a painting
! - Compose a work that embodies the mood of a given artwork
! - Use the painting as a musical score and interpret the lines and contours as musical 
             notes. “Play” the painting
! - Write a song that describes the artwork 
! ! * Very often composers have used artworks as springboards for their 
                        works
!  
3. Poetry
! - Create a list of selected poems
! - Develop a work based on the poem. Students could:
! ! * use the rhythm of the words/the meter of the song
  ! ! * try to paint a musical picture
    ! ! * use the sounds of the words as a basis for composing. What instruments can 
                        “speak” the words?
! - Selected examples for elementary students:
! ! * Lewis Carollʼs “Crocodile”
    ! ! * Lewis Carollʼs “Beautiful Soup”
    ! ! * Laura Richardsʼ “Eletephony”
    ! ! * Shel Silversteinʼs “Where the Sidewalk Ends”
    ! ! * Shel Silversteinʼs “Itʼs Dark in Here”
    ! ! * Carl Sandburgʼs “Fog”
    ! ! * Christina Rossettiʼs  “Caterpillar”
    ! ! * Edward Learʼs “Nonsenses – I”
    ! ! * Sarah Coleridgeʼs “Trees”

4. An emotion or memory
! - Have students think back to a profound memory and the feeling they had
! - Create a soundscape the expresses that memory
! - This is a great way to get students thinking about emotion in their works 
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! - Students can also begin to discuss concept of Tension and Release

Rhythmic Composition Ideas
1. Rhythm tickets
! - Short etudes where students can explore and stretch their rhythmic abilities
! - Great way to extend ideas and rhythms found in class and in repertoire (ex. 
          syncopation)
! - Can be used as the basis for other works
! - Useful to generate rhythmic warm-ups for ensemble classes
! - Also a chance to begin to compare student developed notation and standard notation 
         as teacher may transcribe student works

2. Ostinato compositions 
! - Ostinati as simple ways for students to explore their compositional abilities
! - Ostinati are short enough for students to easily memorize and master
! - Explore ways to create musical interest by changing the pattern

3. STOMP: Graphic/Iconic/Standard notation based
! - Found sound and body percussion in a musical score
! - Students can use their own notation system

Melodic Composition Ideas
1. Melodic contour from a line drawing (the “Harold and the Purple Crayon” approach)
! - Students draw lines and develop musical works based on the contour
! - Student can color code lines to mean different instrumentation or to signify dynamics 
          or tempo

2. 2 and 3 line staff compositions
! - Students are introduced to staff notation where each line is a different pitch
! - Students explore different systems of notation to write down their works
! - This can be a great project for introducing ideas of music reading and harmony 

3. Composer notebook melodies (useful when learning a new instrument)
! - As students learn new notes and fingerings, have students create short melodies 
 !   using these “new notes”
! - Student may use these as sketchbook/journals that may be used to generate other 
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             works
! - Short melodies can be used as ensemble warm-ups

4. Creating a beautiful melody
! - Develop a list of basic “rules” for creating a “beautiful melody”
! ! * Smooth, wave-like contour
! ! * Not many big intervalic leaps
! ! * Usually does not rest on the highest/lowest note of a phrase
! ! * Is memorable
! - Listen to examples that support these rules
! - Have students create melodies “by the books”
! - Afterwards, display ways composers have broken the rules
! - Have students revise or compose a new melody
! - Discuss which way of composing created the best affect with the most feeling

5.  Building “Lego Melodies”
! - Provide students with a list of chords. These will be the legos
! - Students will create a chord progression (or you may provide one)
! - Students will write a melody that includes one or two chord tones along with no chord 
             tones
! ! * An examples is “My Minuet in G” project

Form-based Composition Ideas
1. Theme & Variations on “Hot Cross Buns”
! - Explore how composers create variations:
! ! * Using well known songs, have students explore how a composer creates 
                        variations
! ! * Explore diminishment or augmentation of rhythmic values
! ! * Invert the melodic direction
! ! * Create a different rhythmic scheme
! ! * Add melodic ornamentation
! - Performing variations as warm-ups can create performance pieces for a concert

2. Binary, Ternary, Rondo, and other extended forms
! - Partner form songs
! ! * Have students create a short melody (4-8 measures)
! ! * Once students can perform their works, have students find classmates who  
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                    have melodies that fit nicely together, yet are different enough to be 
                    considered an independent musical section
! ! * Practices like this can be seen as games for students and help develop a 
                    community of composers 
! - Garageband form songs
! ! * Developed with loops and using sections with varying textures
! ! * Activities can be developed for multiple academic levels
! - “Sound Symphonies” (Hickey, “Teaching Compositions in the School” 2009)
! ! * Students develop a unifying theme (melody, rhythm, style, theme, etc)!
! ! * Using a 3-4 movement symphony form, have students create a work. The first 
                    movement could be based on a work the student created in the past

3. Modern musical forms.
! - “In C,” or “In Bb,” or even “In G.” (based on ideas by Hickey, Conn, and Kana, 2009)
! ! * Based upon Terry Rileyʼs work, “In C,” students create short melodic phrases
! ! * Phrases are added together. Ensembles could decide the order
! ! * Piece may be performed at an ensemble concert
! !

Technology based compositions 
1. Audacity
! - Record speech, field sounds, etc. and use the program to manipulate the wave !   
             forms, insert other sounds, and create soundscapes/sound collages

2. Garageband
! - Can also be used for recording and sound manipulation tool
! - A wonderful multi-track recorder that allows students to create their multi-instrument 
!   works without the need for other performers. Students can explore texture directly
! - Loops provide students with the ability to manipulate sounds without having !   
             exceptional performance technique
! ! * Loop-based composing is becoming a very common way of creating popular 
!              songs (especially in the worlds of Hip Hop and R&B)
! ! * Students can explore textures and timbres through loops and effects quickly 
!               without a great deal of theoretical understanding

3. Notation Software (especially MuseScore)
! - Allows students to hear and see their works (however, it often takes some of the! 
!   imagination out of the equation)
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! - Students can explore notation directly by hearing it immediately
! - Students find it easier to work with harmony when they donʼt have a well-developed 
             ear
! - Compositions can become very complex and beyond a studentʼs performance ability, 
!   yet it may be more expressive and come closer to the studentʼs intent

4. Web-Based Systems
! - Jamstudio.com
! ! * Loop based, however, students have control over the chord progressions
! ! * With a small amount of experience with chord and chord progressions, 
                        students can artfully develop accompaniments for their works 
! - Drumbot.com
! ! * Drum machine/looper
! ! * Pattern sequences
! - CreatingMusic.com (Morton Subotnick)
! ! * Musical sketch pads

5. iTunes App-based (composition apps and other tools)
! - Music Studio (Gross, 2010)
! - Melodica (CandyCane, 2009)
! - Music Drawing (Virtual Sheet Music Inc., 2010)
! - 8 Track Mind (Improbable Sciences, 2009)
! - Computer Music: Make Music Now series (High Five)
! - Scoreless Music Suite (SingTel App Zone, 2008-2009)

6. YouTube/Video Based Approaches
! - “In Bb 2.0” (based on Darren Solomon, 2010)
! ! * Students create short melodic or harmonic passages
! ! * Students are free to explore but must remain in the same key and give their 
! !    works plenty of areas of space/rests
! ! * Students are recorded performing their works
! ! * Works are loaded up together on the same webpage and come together to 
! !   create an always unique, listener arranged, musical work
! ! * http://www.inbflat.net/
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With any project, guide students to think about the following things:

1) How will it begin and end?
2) What happens in the middle?
3) How will you create unity and variety?

Other musical concepts to explore in compositions:
1. Unity and Variety
2. Tension and Release
3. Texture
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